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Be prepared in
an unpredictable
respiratory season

The CDC estimates that more than 700,000 people were hospitalized with flu last season, with epidemic
levels of influenza or pneumonia for 16 consecutive weeks resulting in the deaths of 181 children.1
Respiratory infection outbreaks can invade a hospital quickly and with little notice.
We understand the need to be prepared in an unpredictable respiratory season. The emergency department
needs to quickly triage incoming patients, while the lab needs to deliver rapid results for vulnerable
inpatients. Diagnostic assays that are unreliable or unavailable are not an option.
Quidel can help you weather an unpredictable respiratory season with access to quality products, reliable
inventory, and information when and where you need it most to make critical decisions.

1 https://www.cdc.gov/flu/about/season/flu-season-2017-2018.htm

Ask us about the Quidel Advantage

quidel.com/beinformed
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Be prepared this respiratory season with timely results, excellent sensitivity and speciﬁcity and an
expansive rapid and molecular inﬂuenza menu offering.
QuickVue Inﬂuenza A+B for the speed and simplicity of “dip and read,” for
accurate results in minutes. Class II compliant.

Soﬁa 2, Soﬁa Inﬂuenza A+B FIA and the power of Virena offers the ART of
Flu Testing with Advanced Result Technology and delivers accurate, objective,
automated results in as few as 3 minutes.

Solana, Solana Inﬂuenza A+B and the power of Virena is a simplified
molecular testing platform with a small footprint, making molecular
diagnostics faster and easier than ever before.

Lyra Inﬂuenza A+B is a PCR solution for high throughput, high quality molecular testing.

Information at your fingertips
from any web-enabled device

Analytics enhancing diagnostics
Virena provides the platform to communicate the early detection of
disease onset and its progression. Observe, track, report and respond
rapidly to emerging infectious diseases trending in your area, allowing
you to prepare for it.

What’s going around?
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Whether it’s visually mapping disease progression through
multiple views, managing inventory or monitoring QC and
user activity from multiple sites from one computer, Virena
offers cloud-based technology independent from your
LIS/EHR with no additional cost to access.

